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•••••• 
DATA SUMMARIES 

projeot 94-275-0 
(Phase III) 

(S/NF/SG/LIMDIS) Following are the perceived highlights 
from each source. Tasking given "Access and describe 
future operations and intentions 
focusing on the period 15 - 22 N 

- (S/NF/SG/LIMDIS) Source A: 

-- There is a garage looking storage chamber for 
warehousing drugs for transit. This structure has an auto or 
auto mechanical facade and a light colored mercedes parks on the 
outside. The garage looking structure has tools related to auto 
mechanical activities hung on pegs on the inside walls. It is 
medium sized with two openings on one side wherein cars or small 
planes can enter. 

-- The auto mechanical structure may be a hanger or auto 
business and is a front for drug related activities. Few people 
at anyone given time come in and out of this structure who work 
for This place may be a base of 
operations. A drug smuggling activity is to occur on the 22nd of 
November. 

- (S/NF/SG/LIMDIS) Source B: 

-- The aircraft will arrive at night in a light rain 
storm. The plane will have a blue tail rudder. It will be 
pulled into a large, open building reminiscent of a hanger before 
it is unloaded. This plane will land at an airport where two 
large urban areas or cities are separated by a river. 
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•••••• 
-- This landing is scheduled for the 18th of November; 

this is part of the rotational schedule set up by the operatives. 
The destination is a city in the north. The word "RIO" is in the 
name (not Rio Grande!!!). It is the name of a city or a town, 
not a river. This contraband is still somehow associated with 
musical instruments. The nickname of one of the individuals is 
"the Rabbit". 

-- The stuff will be transported in containers of liquid, 
like JU1ce. These containers will be within a refrigerated 
compartment of a large truck. There is a double refrigeration 
system on these vehicles. It has been added to the roof or 
ceiling; this "add-on" is doing the actual refrigeration. The 
interior or original refrigeration system is fake. There are 
numerous shiny tubes packed within the walls and the floor. 

-- The central area of the refrigerated compartment is 
raised; it appears as a metallic box-like feature. It is hidden 
by cases of small, liquid holding containers. 

-- The ultimate destination is Tucson, Arizona. Sonora 
is also associated with this travel. 

-- The name "El Trabajo ••• (something)" is on either the 
trucks or the containers of liquid. Also the name/term 
"(something) ••• 4e Borache". 

-- Single engine aircraft will be involved in-country. 
They will fly very low to the ground. They are brand new 
aircraft. 

-- These single engine planes and the trucks have the 
same affiliation i.e. company or owner. 

-- Many of the individuals involved with this network are 
either ex-military or "secret investigative service (?)" types. 

(S/NF/SG/LIMDIS) Source c: 

-- Target personality continues his illegal operations as 
usual. Mexico will be the recipient of the next cargo. The 
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SEOUL! 

cargo will be illegal drugs in the form of cocaine. The cocaine 
will be wrapped in small brown boxes. The cartel is very well 
organized and the people who help transport the drugs in Mexico 
are part of the cartel. The people in Mexico are highly paid. 

-- Next transport will take place before December 10th 
and will go to the eastern portion of Mexico. It seems that 
business will continue as usual. 
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